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GAME DESCRIPTION

Double Rainbow is rainbow-themed slot filled with bright and lively colors and fluffy, soft 
white clouds. Activating all the colored Rainbow Reels will trigger the Full Rainbow feature 
that multiplies all reel multipliers and leads to really big wins! The game is cluster-win based 
with a 7x6 grid and a max win of 5,000 times your bet!
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FEATURES

RAINBOW REELS
Each reel in the game corresponds to one color of the rainbow. These reels are 
called Rainbow Reels, and each Rainbow Reel has a Reel Multiplier above the 
playing field that applies to all wins of that color while the Rainbow Reel is 
active! Activated Rainbow Reels remain active for the duration of each round, 
including any extra spins awarded in that round.

FULL RAINBOW
When all Rainbow Reels are simultaneously activated the Full Rainbow feature 
is triggered. If this occurs, all the reel multipliers are multiplied by either x2, x3, 
x4, x5 or x10! The player is also awarded 5 extra spins!

CLOUDS
The game features two different Cloud symbols: the Normal Cloud and the 
Double Rainbow Cloud.

Normal Cloud
When a Normal Cloud symbols lands on an inactive Rainbow Reel that 
Rainbow Reel will be activated! The Normal Cloud also reveals a multiplier 
value and adds it to the corresponding Reel Multiplier. The added multiplier will 
be either 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 10x, 15x, 20x, 25x, 50x, 100x, or 250x. The player is also 
awarded 1 extra spin!

Double Rainbow Cloud
When the Double Rainbow Cloud lands, it will add multipliers to any already 
activated Rainbow Reels! Each of the added multipliers can have one of these 
values: 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 10x, 15x, 20x, 25x, 50x, 100x, or 250x. The player is also 
awarded 3 extra spins!

SPECIAL SYMBOLS
The Wild symbol substitutes for all paying symbols when calculating wins.
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FEATURES cont.

FEATURE SPINS: RAINBOW SPINS

This game offers the possibility of buying into the main features of the game 
directly through the Feature Spins bonus buy option. Feature Spins remain 
activated until disabled, and offers a minimum guaranteed starting point for 
each round at a fixed cost (relative to current bet level).

There are two Feature Spins options available, 1 Rainbow Spins and 4 Rainbow 
Spins.

1 Rainbow Spin
When this Feature Spins mode is activated, each round guarantees a minimum 
of 3 activated Rainbow Reels, with Reel Multipliers starting at 4x. The player 
will also have 1 extra spin from the start.

4 Rainbow Spins
When this Feature Spins mode is activated, each round guarantees a minimum 
of 3 activated Rainbow Reels, with Reel Multipliers starting at 4x. The player 
will also have 4 extra spins from the start.
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GAME DATA

Game name: Double Rainbow
Volatility: 3 of 5

Max feature win: €500,000 (5,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 bet)

How to win: Cluster

Bet levels: €0.1, €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, 
€9, €10, €15, €20, €25, €50, €75, €100

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit Rate 1 Rainbow Spin 
bonus buy RTP

4 Rainbow Spin 
bonus buy RTP

1144 96.38% 39.49% 96.41% 96.27%

1145 94.53% 39.49% 94.35% 94.45%

1146 92.45% 39.48% 92.39% 92.35%

1147 88.38% 39.48% - -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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